Neural crest cells are required for correct positioning of the developing outflow cushions and pattern the arterial valve leaflets
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Aims

Anomalies of the arterial valves, principally bicuspid aortic valve (BAV), are the most common congenital anomalies. The cellular mechanisms that underlie arterial valve development are poorly understood. While it is known that the valve leaflets derive from the outflow cushions, which are populated by cells derived from the endothelium and neural crest cells (NCCs), the mechanism by which these cushions are sculpted to form the leaflets of the arterial valves remains unresolved. We set out to investigate how NCCs participate in arterial valve formation, reasoning that disrupting NCCs within the developing outflow cushions would result in arterial valve anomalies, in the process elucidating the normal mechanism of arterial valve leaflet formation.

Methods and results

By disrupting Rho kinase signalling specifically in NCC using transgenic mice and primary cultures, we show that NCC condensation within the cardiac jelly is required for correct positioning of the outflow cushions. Moreover, we show that this process is essential for normal patterning of the arterial valve leaflets with disruption leading to a spectrum of valve leaflet patterning anomalies, abnormal positioning of the orifices of the coronary arteries, and abnormalities of the arterial wall.

Conclusion

NCCs are required at earlier stages of arterial valve development than previously recognized, playing essential roles in positioning the cushions, and patterning the valve leaflets. Abnormalities in the process of NCC condensation at early stages of outflow cushion formation may provide a common mechanism underlying BAV, and also explain the link with arterial wall anomalies and outflow malalignment defects.
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1. Introduction

Bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) is the most common congenital abnormality occurring in 1–2% of the population. It frequently occurs in conjunction with other outflow malformations, most commonly coarctation of the aorta, persistent patency of the ductus arteriosus, and ventricular septal defects (VSDs). Although usually asymptomatic at birth, BAV predisposes to valve disease in later life and is associated with increased risk of developing thoracic aortic aneurysms and dissections. Abnormalities in neural crest cells (NCCs) have been suggested to link these pathologies. NCCs are necessary for outflow tract septation and are also associated with alignment defects such as double outlet right ventricle (DORV) and VSDs. More recent studies have suggested that NCCs are also important for the formation and/or remodelling of the arterial (semilunar) valves, although the precise role of NCCs in arterial valvulogenesis remains unclear.

The two Rho kinase isoforms (Rock 1 and 2) are highly conserved serine/threonine kinases with similar expression patterns and apparent roles during embryonic development. Chemical inhibition and genetic studies have shown Rock to be involved in fundamental cellular processes such as contraction, adhesion, migration, apoptosis, and proliferation. Knockout of the two Rock isoforms independently does not result in cardiac defects. However, disruption of ROCK signalling in chick embryos using the specific chemical inhibitor Y27632 results in a range of abnormalities.
of cardiac anomalies. Other studies in chicken have suggested that Rock regulates NCC delamination from the neural tube. We thus reasoned that blocking Rock function may be a useful tool for investigating the importance of NCC in formation of the arterial valves.

2. Methods

2.1 Mice and embryos

Rock dominant-negative (RockDN) mice (BRC no. 01294) were intercrossed with the Wnt1-cre line as well as the ROSA26R or ROSA-EYFP reporter lines. Tie2-cre mice were also utilized. For references for all of the mouse lines used in this study, see the Supplementary material online, Methods. This work was approved by the Newcastle University Ethical Review Committee and conformed to Directive 2010/63/EU of the European Parliament.

2.2 Quantitative real-time PCR

The relative quantities of the CAT gene cassette were measured from E11.5 outflow tracts by quantitative real-time PCR, as described in Phillips et al. Primer sequences were as described in Phillips et al.

2.3 Histology and immunohistochemistry

Standard protocols were used for H&E, elastin, and βgal staining of paraformaldehyde fixed embryos. Immunohistochemistry was performed on paraffin sections, cryosections, or NCCs on coverslips. Details can be found in the Supplementary material online, Methods. For comparisons between different levels of the outflow tract in controls and mutants, distance was calculated by counting serial sections. Statistical tests used are described in the Supplementary material online, Methods. For comparisons between different levels of the outflow tract in controls and mutants, distance was calculated by counting serial sections. Statistical tests used are described in the Supplementary material online, Methods.

2.4 Neural crest cell cultures

Neural folds from the hindbrain of embryonic day (E)8.5-E9.5 embryos (control or RockDN); Wnt1-cre+; ROSA1Cre+ embryos) were placed on fibronectin-coated coverslips and maintained for 2 days, with 10 μm Y27632 (Sigma) added on Days 2–4.

2.5 Three-dimensional reconstruction

Three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions were carried out from serially sectioned embryos using Amira 4.0 according to standard protocols.

3. Results

3.1 Rock signalling is required for normal outflow development

To investigate the potential roles for ROCK signalling in the developing outflow tract, we carried out immunohistochemistry for Rock1 and Rock2 during key stages of outflow development between E9.5-E11.5. Whereas Rock2 was expressed at the low level at these stages, Rock1 localized to both the outflow myocardium and to cells within the outflow cushions that were confirmed as NCC (Figure 1A–D and Supplementary material online, Figure S1). To investigate the importance of Rock signalling in NCC contributing to the developing outflow region, we utilized the RockDN mouse together with the Wnt1-cre line. This approach allowed the simultaneous blockade of both Rock1 and Rock2 signalling; this was important as loss of either isoform in isolation does not result in cardiac defects. Efficient activation of the DN cassette was confirmed in RockDN;Wnt1-cre outflow tracts (Supplementary material online, Figure S2).

3.2 Disruption of NCC results in bicuspid arterial valves and associated malformations

Analysis of RockDN;Wnt1-cre mutants and control littermates at E12.5–E15.5 revealed abnormalities in both the aortic and pulmonary valves in 27/31 mutants (87%; Table 1), but no controls. In 12/31 mutants (39%), these were found together with DORV and doubly committed VSDs (Table 1); the remainder of the valve defects occurred in the context of an otherwise normal heart.

Figure 1E illustrates how the leaflets form from the outflow cushions in the normal heart and clarifies the nomenclature used here. NCCs were abundant in the outflow cushions of control hearts at E10.5 and E11.5 (Figure 1E and G). By E12.5, distinct valve leaflets were apparent. At this stage, all three aortic valve leaflets had contributions from NCC, although the contribution was reduced in the non-coronary compared with the coronary leaflets (Figure 1H and N). More obviously, only the right and left leaflets of the pulmonary valve contained NCC-derived cells (4/4); the anterior leaflet, derived from the pulmonary intercalated cushion, contained very few NCC (Figure 1I and N). This pattern was maintained at E15.5 (Figure 1J and K) and NCCs were also abundant in the arterial valve leaflets at postnatal day 21 (Supplementary material online, Figure S3). Tie2-cre-expressing endothelial cells (EDCs) were found within the core of the aortic and pulmonary valve leaflets at E12.5 (Figure 1L, M, and O) and were also maintained at postnatal day 21 (Supplementary material online, Figure S3). Thus, EDCs and NCCs were discretely localized, with the latter contributing differentially to the leaflets of the aortic and pulmonary valves.

Examination of RockDN;Wnt1-cre mutants at E15.5 revealed a variety of arterial valve anomalies including bicuspid (13/31) and quadricuspid (3/31) leaflets, most commonly affecting the aortic valve, frequently in the presence of dysplasia (Table 1). Valve leaflets were abnormally positioned within the tunnel of the arterial root and varied in size (Figure 2). There was no association between bicuspid valves and the presence of DORV (X² = 0.35, P > 0.5; Supplementary material online, Table S1); thus, BAV was not secondary to these more severe outflow malformations. The phenotype of the bicuspid valves varied, although it could be explained on the basis of fusion between the right coronary and non-coronary leaflet, or the absence of the non-coronary leaflet (Figure 2A–H). In the case of the quadricuspid valves, the leaflets manifested as two large and two small leaflets (Supplementary material online, Figure S4). Ectopic origin of the left coronary artery from a dorsal position was observed in 24/31 of the RockDN;Wnt1-cre mutants (Figure 2I and J). No control embryos (n = 30) exhibited coronary arteries arising from this position. Three coronary arteries were also seen in one mutant (Supplementary material online, Figure S5). Although the mutant offspring die in the perinatal period precluding examination of the adult valves, we have observed valve anomalies in newborn pups, suggesting the anomalies persist (data not shown).

Immunohistochemistry for αSMA revealed abnormalities in the arrangement of the smooth muscle cell (SMC) layers within the NCC-rich regions of the aortic tree, including the aortic root and the walls of the ascending aorta and pulmonary trunk, in RockDN;Wnt1-cre embryos at E15.5. In contrast, there was only mild disruption of the elastic laminae as shown by Miller’s elastin staining (Supplementary material online, Figure S6).

3.3 Abnormal NCC behaviour in the outflow cushions in RockDN;Wnt1-cre embryos

We next investigated how disrupting Rock affected NCC within the outflow region. At E8.5-E10.5 when NCC migrated towards the distal outflow tract, the overall distribution of NCC in the RockDN;Wnt1-cre embryos was similar to controls (Figure 3A and B and Supplementary material online, Figure S7). However, as the NCC migrated into the distal outflow cushions at E10.5, the distribution of NCC appeared patchy.
in the mutant embryos, with aggregation of some, but wide separation of other NCC groups (Figure 3C–F). By E11.5, the NCCs were aligning and elongating as they condensed within the outflow tract cushions of control embryos. This condensation process was disrupted in the mutant embryos, with some clustering, but also large gaps between groups of NCCs (Figure 3G and H). NCCs were abnormally shaped with many cell surface projections and were clumped together, overlapping with one another (Figure 3I and J). This abnormality was still obvious at E12.5 (Figure 3K and L and data not shown). Distal outflow tract septation had still not occurred in three of eight RockDN;Wnt1-cre embryos examined at E12.5 although it had occurred in all embryos examined at later stages. Thus, disrupted condensation of NCC was apparent in the outflow region from E10.5 and was associated with abnormal development of the intrapericardial arterial trunks.

Disturbance of Rock function can lead to detachment of cells from the matrix and cell death and so we immuno-stained for cleaved caspase-3, a marker of apoptotic cells. However, although dying cells were abundant in the pharyngeal arches of mutant embryos, there was little or no cell death within the outflow region of control or RockDN;Wnt1-cre mutants (Supplementary material online, Figure S8). In support of this, there was no significant differences between the overall numbers of NCCs in the aortic valve leaflets of mutant embryos compared with controls at E12.5 (P = 0.37; Figure 3M), suggesting that the abnormalities in valve structure were not due to NCC deficiency. However, there was a significant reduction in the number of NCCs in the non-coronary leaflet of the aortic valve in mutants compared with controls (P < 0.005; Figure 3M), suggesting that reduced contributions to this leaflet specifically might be relevant to abnormalities in valve leaflet patterning.

3.4 Roles for Rock in NC cell–cell adhesion and communication

We next wanted to examine how loss of Rock signalling in NCC affects the expression of factors known to be important in NCC behaviour in the outflow tract, as a way of better understanding why the valve patterning anomalies arise. Disruption of NCC aggregation and condensation suggested that there may be disturbance of intercellular adhesion and/or communication in NCC when Rock signalling was inhibited. As

Figure 1  Cellular contributions to the developing arterial valves in the normal mouse heart. Wnt1-cre and Tie2-cre mice were used together with Rosa-EYFP to label NCC and EDC, respectively. NCCs are stained green in (A–D) and brown in (F–K). EDCs are stained brown in (L and M). All sections are coronal, except (K), which is transverse. (A and B) Rock1 (red) is expressed by NCCs in the outflow cushions at E10.5. Dual-stained cells are yellow. (C and D) In contrast, Rock2 (red) is expressed at lower level and is restricted to the outflow myocardium. (E) Model showing how the outflow cushions form the arterial valve leaflets. The dotted line shows the plane of separation between the two forming vessels. (F) NCCs colonize the cardiac jelly at E10.5, localized to superior and inferior clusters in the mid-region of the outflow tract. (G) By E11.5, the main outflow cushions have formed and are fusing to separate the aortic and pulmonary channels. The aortic intercalated leaflet (arrowhead) can also be seen in this section. (H–K) At E12.5 and E15.5, NCCs are found in all three leaflets of the aortic valve, but only the right and left leaflets of the pulmonary valve. (L and M) EDCs are found in all three leaflets of both the arterial valves, only the right and left leaflets of the pulmonary valve. (N and O) Quantification of the numbers of NCCs and EDCs in each leaflet of the arterial valves. A, anterior; AV, aortic valve; IC, intercalated cushions; ISC, inferior septal cushion; L, left; LC, left coronary; myo, myocardium; NC, non-coronary; otfc, outflow tract cushion; PV, pulmonary valve; R, right; RC, right coronary; SSC, superior septal cushion. Scale bar (A–D) = 50 μm, (F–I, L, and M) = 75 μm, (J and K) = 150 μm. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.005.
Rock plays its key roles via effects on the cytoskeleton, we examined both the actin cytoskeleton and cell junctional proteins in control and Rock-inhibited NCC. In vivo analysis was complemented by investigations using isolated NCC. We first used a rhodamine–phalloidin conjugate to examine the actin cytoskeleton. Whereas the NCC contained within the outflow tract cushions of E10.5 control embryos exhibited abundant cortical stress fibres, these were reduced or missing from NCC within cushions of RockDN littermates (Supplementary material online, Figure S9). Phalloidin staining of the outflow tract myocardium was similar in both control and mutant sections, confirming the specificity of the effect for NCCs. Similarly, actin-based stress fibres were prominent in isolated control NCCs in culture, but were reduced in NCCs isolated from RockDN;Wnt1-cre embryos and isolated NCC treated with the Rock inhibitor Y27632 (Supplementary material online, Figure S9 and data not shown).

The gap junction component connexin 43 (Cx43) is expressed in NCC, localizing to points of contact between NCC migrating into the distal outflow tract in control embryos at E10.5, but this membrane localization was lost in NCCs within the distal outflow tract of RockDN;Wnt1-cre mutant embryos, with increased staining within the cytoplasm (Figure 4A–D). Although the levels of the cell—cell adhesion protein N-cadherin were too low to detect in NCCs within the outflow cushions at E10.5 and E11.5, despite being abundant in the outflow myocardium, β-catenin localized to the cell membrane in NCCs within the outflow tract cushions of control embryos (Figure 4G and I). In contrast, β-catenin was reduced in the membranes of NCCs within the outflow cushions of RockDN littermates (Figure 4H and J). In vitro analyses of Rock-inhibited NCCs confirmed these findings (Figure 4E, F, K, and L and Supplementary material online, Figure S10). Thus, these data suggest that cell—cell interactions, mediated by Rock, are essential for NCC aggregation and condensation within the outflow cushions.

3.5 NCC position the outflow cushions

We next asked why disruption of interactions between NCCs resulted in the bicuspid valves and outflow tract alignment defects seen in the mutant embryos. Serial sectioning of embryos was complemented by 3D reconstructions of the outflow region. For clarity, we refer to the distal, mid, and proximal regions of the outflow tract, as the appearance of the cushions varies along its length.

The overall appearance of the outflow tract was similar in control and RockDN;Wnt1-cre embryos at E10.5, as NCC migrated into the outflow tract. In control embryos, the cardiac jelly was distributed evenly between the myocardium and endocardium along the length of the outflow tract (Figure 5A and C and Supplementary material online, Table 1 Arterial valve and coronary artery defects in RockDN;Wnt1-cre mutants at E15.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arterial valve and coronary artery defects</th>
<th>Controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aortic valve anomalies</td>
<td>27/31 (87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysplastic bicuspid</td>
<td>13/31 (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysplastic quadricuspid</td>
<td>3/31 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysplastic tricuspid</td>
<td>11/31 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary valve anomalies</td>
<td>26/31 (84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysplastic bicuspid</td>
<td>3/31 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysplastic quadricuspid</td>
<td>2/31 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysplastic tricuspid</td>
<td>21/31 (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ectopic coronary orifices</td>
<td>24/31 (77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DORV</td>
<td>12/31 (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSDs</td>
<td>12/31 (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMC disorganization in aortic root</td>
<td>20/21 (95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorganization of elastic laminae</td>
<td>7/21 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>0/30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>0/30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>0/30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>0/30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The NCCs were not reached the most proximal outflow cushions at this stage (Supplementary material online, Figure S11). Thus, the separation of the NCC into superior and inferior clusters occurred before the appearance of discrete cushions. The NCCs were unevenly distributed around the circumference of the outflow tract in stage-matched RockDN;Wnt1-cre embryos at E10.5 (Figure 5B and D). Moreover, whereas NCC aggregated into superior and inferior clusters in the control embryo, this was not apparent in the mutant embryos and the lumen remained rounded (Figure 5D). Thus, whereas the precursors of discrete cushions were becoming apparent in E10.5 control embryos, this was not apparent in the RockDN;Wnt1-cre littermates.

By E11.5, two discrete cushions could be observed throughout the full length of the outflow tract in control embryos. These cushions, filled with NCC, were fused in the most distal region of the outflow tract (Figure 5E), but remained separated more proximally (Figure 5G and Supplementary material online, Figure S4). In contrast, the outflow cushions were unfused throughout the length of the outflow tract in four of five RockDN;Wnt1-cre embryos, and were malpositioned around the circumference in all five embryos examined (Figure 5H). NCC-filled cushion swellings could be observed but varied considerably from embryo to embryo. In some cases, these cushion swellings were hypoplastic (Supplementary material online, Figure S4), whereas in others they extended through the lateral region of the outflow tract, or more than two swellings could be seen (Figure 5H and Supplementary material online, Figure S4). Notably, additional ‘cushions’ always contained NCC. By E12.5, when septation of the outflow tract had occurred in all but its most proximal part, abnormal valve leaflets could be seen in the RockDN;Wnt1-cre embryos, with abnormal numbers and positioning of the leaflets (Figure 5I and J and Supplementary material online, Figure S4I and J). Thus, the forming cushions were abnormally patterned in the mutant embryos by E11.5, presaging the abnormal valve leaflets seen in mutant embryos by E12.5.

Three-dimensional reconstructions of the outflow cushions of control embryos at E11.5 showed that the two outflow cushions spiralled around one (Supplementary material online, Figure S11). In contrast, 3D views confirmed that the outflow cushions were malpositioned in RockDN;Wnt1-cre littermates. In the more extreme cases, cushion spiralling was much reduced with the tips of both cushions directed towards the right ventricle (Supplementary material online, Figure S11F), suggesting that these hearts would persist with both outlets connected to the right ventricle.
**Figure 4** Abnormal cell–cell interactions in RockDN;Wnt1-cre NCC. (A–D) and (G–J) are from transverse sections and (E), (F), (K), and (L) are in vitro cultures. (A–D) At E10.5, Cx43 (red) is expressed at points of cell contact (arrows in C) between NCC (green) in the distal outflow tract. There is diffuse Cx43 expression within the cytoplasm of RockDN;Wnt1-cre NCC (arrows and arrowheads in D). (E and F) This is mirrored in control NCC in vitro where Cx43 is expressed at sites of contact with other NCC (E, arrows), whereas in cultures isolated from E9.5 RockDN;Wnt1-cre embryos, there is loss of staining between cells (arrows in F) and increased punctate staining within the cytoplasm (arrowheads in F). (G–J) β-catenin (red) is expressed uniformly (arrows in J) in cell membranes between neighbouring NCC in control outflow tract (green, G). In RockDN;Wnt1-cre embryos, β-catenin expression is reduced in the cell membrane and appears punctate (arrows in J). (K and L) N-cadherin is reduced in the cell membranes of isolated NCC from RockDN;Wnt1-cre embryos compared with controls (compare arrows L with K). β-cat, β-catenin, Cx43, connexin 43. Scale bar (A–D and G–J) = 5 μm, (E, F, K, L) = 15 μm.

**Figure 5** Abnormal positioning of the outflow cushions pre-figure arterial valve anomalies. All sections are coronal. NCCs are stained brown. (A–D) NCCs are found throughout the cardiac jelly in the distal outflow tract of control embryos at E10.5, although more proximally, in the mid-region (C), they have formed superior and inferior clusters and the lumen has a slit-like appearance. The NCCs are irregularly distributed in the mutant outflow (B). They remain circumferentially distributed in the mid-region and the lumen retains its rounded shape (D). (E–H) Fusion has occurred between the superior and inferior cushions at E11.5 in the distal region of the control outflow tract (E), whereas in the mid-region cushion apposition has not yet occurred although two large cushions and the aortic intercalated cushion (arrowhead in G) are apparent. The cushions appear relatively normal in the distal region of the mutant outflow (F). In the mid-region, the main cushions are irregularly sized and shaped and additional ‘cushions’, containing NCC, are apparent (arrows in H). (I–J) By E12.5, abnormally sized and patterned valve leaflets can be seen in RockDN;Wnt1-cre embryos. AV, aortic valve; PV, pulmonary valve; LC, left coronary; NC, non-coronary; RC, right coronary. Scale bar (A–J) = 50 μm.
4. Discussion

Although the link between dysmorphic arterial valves and degeneration of the walls of the aortic root is well established, the underlying common mechanism remains poorly defined. Our studies suggest that the aggregation of NCC once they enter the outflow tract cushions affects where the discrete outflow cushions will form in the initially circumferential cardiac jelly that lines the initially solitary outflow tract. This likely acts together with other factors, including other cell types and haemodynamic effects of blood flow through the early unseptated heart, to define cushion position. The consequence of disrupting Rock signalling within NCCs is that well-defined, discrete, outflow cushions do not form, or are misplaced. In some cases the non-coronary leaflet does not form as a discrete entity and bicuspid valves appear to result. In other RockDN;Wnt1-cre hearts, the NCC clump together aberrantly producing additional ‘cushions’ that appear to presage quadriscuspid valves. Thus, our data suggest that the distribution of NCCs in the unseptated outflow tract predicts the pattern of valve leaflets formed after outflow septation (Figure 6). This is distinct from previous studies in the setting of NCC deficiency, which have suggested roles for NCC in valve remodelling in late gestation, rather than early roles in valve leaflet patterning.

Figure 6  Model for abnormal arterial valve patterning. (A) Abnormalities in NCC adhesion and/or communication results in disrupted NCC condensation in the outflow cushions. (B) Distribution of NCC (red stars) in the mid-region of the outflow tract in control embryos as the outflow tract septates and the arterial valves form. (C and D) NCCs do not condense to pre-figure discrete cushions in RockDN;Wnt1-cre mutant embryos. As a consequence the valve leaflets are abnormally positioned and irregularly sized.
While cells derived from the endocardium and neural crest are known to make important contributions to the arterial valves,4,20 the origins of the cells that form the non-adjacent leaflets are less clear. EDCs contribute to all leaflets of the arterial valves. However, whereas NCCs make major contributions to the right and left leaflets of both arterial valves, they make a reduced contribution to the non-coronary leaflet of the aortic valve, and almost no contribution to the anterior leaflet of the pulmonary valve. The relevance of this difference in embryonic origin of the cells that form the non-septal leaflets remains unclear. However, the greater contribution of NCCs to the non-coronary leaflet of the aortic valve may make it more susceptible to NCC disturbance, and explain the common occurrence of BAV; this is supported by the increased incidence of BAV compared with bicuspid pulmonary valve in our study. BAV has been reported in a number of mouse mutants, implicating Notch, eNOS, Gata5, and Alk221–24 in the development of the arterial valve leaflets. Studies in the Syrian hamster have implicated excessive fusion of the main outflow cushions in the aetiology of BAV,25 although how this defect arises is unclear. The same authors suggested that abnormal outflow cushions led to the bicuspid valves in the eNOS null mouse.26 but did not provide a cellular explanation. Thus, by showing that abnormal NCC aggregation leads to malpositioned outflow cushions, we provide what we believe to be the first cellular mechanism that explains how BAV can arise. Abnormal patterning of the coronary arteries was frequently found together with BAV in our study, as it is in humans.27 As the valve patterning defects in the RockDN;Wnt1-cre mice appear to be attributable to abnormal cushion positioning, this suggests that cushion positioning may also determine where the coronary arteries connect with the valvar sinuses; this process is currently under investigation in our laboratory.

Correct positioning of the outflow cushions is also relevant to the aetiology of other outflow malformations. The reduced spiralling of the cushions in the mutant hearts likely contributes to the DORV, with failure of apposition of the proximal cushions to the ventricular septum explaining the persistent interventricular communication. BAV frequently occurs in combination with other NCC-associated abnormalities including coarctation of the aorta, persistent patency of the ductus arteriosus, abnormal positioning of the coronary ostia, and aortic wall anomalies.13,4,27 Although we have been unable to establish whether RockDN;Wnt1-cre mutants develop coarctation of the aorta or persistent patency of the ductus arteriosus, abnormal positioning of the coronary ostia, and aortic wall anomalies,13,4,27 it is possible that the abnormal NCC con-


